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Why teenagers are important?
Session One

● It is a truly fascinating but also 
challenging stage of human 
development;

● Young people can be likeable!  
We can enjoy their enthusiasm, 
their idealism, and their energy;

● Parents of teenagers get a raw 
deal!  There is too little 
information and too little 
support available for this group 
of parents.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLuEY6jN6gY
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Typical Teenage Behaviour

Mentimeter -  6163 7133    
https://www.menti.com/al88bide6mhi

What is a teenager?

https://www.menti.com/al88bide6mhi
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1FRco3Bjyk


Session One

● We used to think the brain had stopped developing at the end of 
childhood;

● We have learnt that there is major change at this time;

● We have learnt about this change in the brain as a the result of 
the technology of scanning;

● New knowledge had altered the way we understand young people.
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● The human brain is probably the most complex 
entity in nature;

● Approximately 100 billion nerve cells, or 
neurons, in the human brain;

● The very beginning of an exciting journey;
● Technology is advancing at an incredible rate   

-  but we have a long way to go!
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The Brain
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What 
does 
this 
mean 
for 
your 

child?
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● What two things happen in the adolescent 
brain?

● What is the difference between brain 
development in children compared to 
adolescents? 

● What does a myelin sheath do?
● What surprised you most in the video?

Questions
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O1u5OEc5eY
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○ The prefrontal 
cortex (thinking 
and reasoning)

○ The amygdala 
(emotion, 
sensation and 
arousal)

○ The hippocampus 
(memory)



● The brain matures in all areas;

● The brain matures from back to front;

● There is an increase in grey matter at the end of childhood, followed by 
pruning;

● There is greater connectivity across the brain;

● The hormone balance undergoes upheaval and alteration.

Session One
What changes?
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First Change

The brain is maturing fast

This can lead to:

● New learning
● Better memory

● More vocabulary
● Better communication skills.
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Second Change

There is increasing connectivity

This can lead to:

● Two halves of the brain 
working better

● Being able to use more parts 
of the brain.
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Third Change

There is upheaval within the brain

This can lead to:

● Confusion
● Uncertainty

● Not knowing what to think
● Finding it difficult to make 

decisions.
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Fourth change

The hormone balance is 
changing rapidly

This can lead to:

● Mood swings
● Being irritable

● Wanting to have fun
● Liking to take risks?

Next week…
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One very important change that is happening is a teen’s memory will improve during the these 
years

To understand something about learning and memory it is essential to know a little bit about 
the brain and how it functions.

● The brain consists of billions of cells and these are connected by nerve fibres.
● The nerve fibres connect each cell to another cell.

● There is a tiny gap called a synapse.

● •In the gap there are chemical, messengers.

● •These help or hinder the impulse as it passes on to the next cell.
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● The synapse contains chemical messengers.
● Some will facilitate the sending of the impulse.
● Others will do the opposite.
● This process is essential otherwise the brain would be 

flooded with too much information.
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● It may be useful to consider this as a railway network.

● Without signals the trains will bump into each other.

● The same would happen in the brain.

● In order to concentrate you have to inhibit some signals coming in 
to the brain, otherwise the brain would stop functioning.
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• Memories are formed in the same way as a path in the field.

• The first time you walk no trace is left.

• But if you walk over the field 100 times there will be a trace.

•This is how memory works.
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The hippocampus plays a key role here

• Have a look at the image of the brain – you can see that it is located at a central place in 
the brain.

• This area of the brain receives information and manages the memory process.

• It is also involved in the retrieval of memories.

• Studies show that it becomes larger following major learning tasks.
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Back to the brain. Let’s think a bit more about pruning.

● We have learnt that there is a major increase in gray matter at the end of 
childhood;

● The following years see a gradual decrease in this matter – this is known as 
pruning;

● In essence the brain concentrates on the useful neurons and connections, and lets 
the others die away;

● This is an essential process, but involves a really big reorganisation.

● A 17% reduction in gray matter.
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A summary

● A time of significant change;
● A time of upheaval in emotion regulation;
● Adults should recognise this as a stage;
● Remember that the brain and the environment 

interact;
● Adults have a key role in helping young people manage 

the changes.
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The role of adults

● This is a critical period, so the environment matters;

● Adults are a key element of the environment;

● Here are some roles for adults;
Understanding, Managing the hormone balance, “Beefing up” the prefrontal cortex, 
Assisting with good routines
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Sleep
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1. Do they struggle waking up in the 
morning?

2. Do they complain about being tired?
3. Do they take naps?
4. Do they catch up on sleep at 

weekends?
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How much do they sleep?
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svtVIxMjcjw
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Sleep is affected by melatonin levels
The altered pattern of sleep in adolescence changes due to biological reasons

- Melatonin rises more slowly in the teenage years.
- Melatonin is released later in teenagers than it is in adults
- Therefore they become sleepy at a different time

• In some, but not all teenagers, it becomes harder to get to sleep.

• Yet teenagers need their sleep!

• It may be harder for some teenagers to do well in school if they do not get enough 
sleep.
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Growth hormones are 
released
Memory consolidation
Cleaning process
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Questions and Discussion

Donna Tofts
Student and Family Liaison Manager 

01928 561706
donna.tofts@chs.academy

07920 118474


